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Suzuki graph , Suzuki group Suz
2 strongly regular graph , (1782, 416, 100, 96)
[3] Suzuki graph maximum coclique
, maximum coclique Suzuki graph
3-design 16 3 , 3-design Suzuki
graph , design, strongly regular graph
[1]
2 maximum coclique design
graph coclique , graph , adjacent
graph coclique maximum
coclique strongly regular graph maximum coclique
Theorem 2.1. (Hoffman) $\Gamma=(V, E)$ $(v, a, c, d)$ strongly regular
graPh, $C$ $\Gamma$ maximum coclique, $\alpha$ $\Gamma$ , $|C|\leq$
$(1-a/\alpha)^{-1}v$ , $(C, V\backslash C)$ $2-(n, -\alpha, d)$
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design , $P\in C$ $B\in V\backslash C$ $P$ $B$ adjacent
incident design maximum coclique design
, $\Gamma=(V, E)$ Suzuki graph $\Gamma$ (1782, 416, 100, 96)
strongly regular graph Theorem 2.1 $\Gamma$ coclique 66
66 coclique $C$ , $D=(C, V\backslash C)$
$2-(66,16,96)$ design Suzuki graph maximum coclique
, 66 coclique
MAGMA
66 coclique , $D$ $\Gamma$
$x\in V$ neighbour graph $\Gamma(x)$ 16 coclique , $\Gamma(x)$ 16
coclique , 16 coclique
66 $\Gamma$ coclique
, 66 coclique , maximum coclique design
$(C, V\backslash C)$ ,
Theorem 2.2. Suzuki graph $\Gamma$ 66 coclique $C$ maximum coclique
design $D=(C, V\backslash C)$ simple $3-(66,16,21)$ design , Aut$D$ $U_{3}(4)$ :4
AutD , 1 65
AutD 65 2-transitive
AutD $P$ $D$ $P$ derived design $D_{p}$
$2-(65,15,21)$ design , $D$ $P$ residual design $D^{p}$ $2-(65,16,75)$ design
Remark 2.3. $\Gamma$ neighbour graph (416, 100, 36, 20)
strongly regular graph $G_{2}(4)$-graph $G_{2}(4)$ :2
Remark 2.4. design $D$ $D_{p}$ , design
Remark 2.5. [2] , $\Gamma$ 66 coclique
, $\Gamma$ 66 coclique




$U_{3}(4)$ 65 2-transitive , 16 3
isotropic point , Suzuki graph maximum co-
clique design $D$ 16 3
120
$\langle(x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{3}), (y_{1}, y_{2}, y_{3})\rangle=x_{1}y_{1}^{4}+x_{2}y_{2}^{4}+x_{3}y_{3}^{4}$ , , $\mathcal{P}=\{[x]|x\in$
$F_{16}^{3},$ $\langle x, x\rangle=0$ } $,$ $Q=\{x\in F_{16}^{3}|\langle x, x\rangle\neq 0\}$ , $[x]=\{\gamma x|\gamma\in F_{16}\backslash \{0\}\}$
, $\mathcal{O}$ $Q$ , $x\in Q$
$O_{x}=\{[y]\in \mathcal{P}|\langle x, y\rangle=0\}$ , $(\mathcal{P}, \{O_{x}|x\in \mathcal{Q}\})$ $2-(65,5,1)$ design
Lemma 3.1. $\mathcal{B}_{1}=\{O_{b_{1}}\cup O_{b_{2}}\cup O_{b_{3}}|\{b_{1}, b_{2}, b_{3}\}\in \mathcal{O}\}$ , $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{1})$
$2-(65,15,21)$ design , block 416
Proof. $U_{3}(4)$ 2-transitive $\mathcal{P}$ , $\mathcal{B}_{1}$ $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{1})$ 2-
design block $\{\{[b_{1}], [b_{2}], [b_{3}]\}|\{b_{1}, b_{2}, b_{3}\}\in O\}$
, 416 $\{b_{1}, b_{2}, b_{3}\}\in \mathcal{O}$ , $|O_{b_{1}}|=|O_{b_{2}}|=|O_{b_{S}}|=5$ ,
$|O_{b_{i}}\cap O_{b_{j}}|=0(i\neq$ , block 15
Lemma 3.2. $\mathcal{B}_{2}=\{\{[x]\in \mathcal{P}|(\frac{(x,a)+(x,b)}{(x,b\rangle})^{6}=1, \langle x, b\rangle\neq 0\}|[a]\in \mathcal{P}, b\in \mathcal{Q}, (a, b\rangle=0\}$
, $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{2})$ $2-(65,16,75)$ design , block 1300
Proof. $U_{3}(4)$ 2-transitive $\mathcal{P}$ , $\mathcal{B}_{2}$ $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{2})$ 2-design
block MAGMA
$X=\mathcal{P}\cup\{\infty\},$ $\mathcal{B}=\{B\cup\{\infty\}|B\in \mathcal{B}_{1}\}\cup \mathcal{B}_{2}$ (X, $\mathcal{B}$) 3-
(66, 16, 21) design MAGMA
Theorem 3.3. (1) Lemma S. 1 $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{1})$ $D_{p}$
(2) Lemma S.2 $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{B}_{2})$ $D^{p}$
$(S)(X, \mathcal{B})$ $D$
Remark 3.4. Lemma 3.2 Theorem 3.3
4 Suzuki graph
Suzuki graph $\Gamma$ maximum coclique design $(C, V\backslash C)$ $(X, \mathcal{B})$
$C$ $X,$ $V\backslash C$ $\mathcal{B}$ (X, $\mathcal{B}$)
$\Gamma$
$\Gamma’$ $X\cup \mathcal{B}$ graph , adjacency Q
, $X$ 2 adjacent , $p\in X,$ $B\in \mathcal{B}$ , $p$
$B$ incident adjacent $(C, V\backslash C)$ , $x,y\in V\backslash C$
$x$ $y$ adjacent , $x$ $y$ incident $C$
121
4 , , $B_{1},B_{2}\in \mathcal{B}$ , $B_{1}\cap B_{2}=4$
adjacent MAGMA graph $\Gamma’$
Theorem 4.1. (X, $\mathcal{B}$) Theorem S. $S(S)$ $3-(66,16,21)$ design
$X\cup \mathcal{B}$ graph $\Gamma^{l}$
(1) $X$ 2 adjacent
(2) $p\in X,$ $B\in \mathcal{B}$ , $p$ $B$ incident adjacent
(3) $B_{1},B_{2}\in \mathcal{B}$ , $B_{1}\cap B_{2}=4$ adjacent
$\Gamma’$ $\Gamma$
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